
COMPARISON WHERE THE WILD THINGS ARE BOOK AND MOVIE

What's the Difference between Where the Wild Things Are the Book and Where the Wild Things Are the Movie? Action
Adventure.

Related posts:. The parents' guide to what's in this movie. Some of the other Wild Things are more mercurial
and complex, including Carol -- whose moods can change in the blink of an eye -- and Judith, who is often
sarcastic and negative but loves her family nonetheless. Violence The Wild Things, especially Carol, can act
out of control, smashing things, burning things, and threatening to eat Max before he's crowned their king. In
my opinion he was the perfect choice for the role because of his physical resemblance to the character in the
book. In the book, his bedroom transforms into a lush forest. Also, in the book when Max finally gets more he
has a hot bowl or porridge waiting for him, while in the movie he has a slice of cake. Advertisement Keener
said she was allowed to use her own imagination to come up with her character's backstory â€” "That's kind of
how Spike works" â€” and she imagined her ex-husband as being an absent guy, who doesn't contribute as
much as her character needs, financially and in other ways. But the movie is yours. They seemed like magic to
me. There's some mild language "damn," "stupid" and a quick glimpse of Max's mom and her boyfriend
drinking wine and kissing, but otherwise the PG rating is due mostly to Max's occasionally frightful time with
the mysterious Wild Things. The movie is also a little scarier, there is much more hatred, violence and
depression which makes it more appealing to an older audience, from teens to adults. Other changes were
made to the movie because they just made more sense. Get full reviews, ratings, and advice delivered weekly
to your inbox. They talked about striving to be true to the book â€” and yet finding ways to transform a
relatively short picture book into a full-length movie, with fully realized characters and a fleshed-out story.
And that includes a full-scale war with people at his beck and call. He's extremely imaginative and wants more
than anything to feel loved and included in a family. The daughetrer is fearful about her peers and being
accepted. Advertisement The wonder of James Gandolfini Advertisement Everybody was full of praise for
Gandolfini, who plays what Jonze calls the "most essential" of the monsters, the huge tusked Carol. Jonze
demurred: "I am loath to say what the movie is supposed to be about, or not supposed to be about, because it's
more interesting for it to have its own life. Advertisement What the Wild Things mean: As in the book, the
movie of Wild Things is sort of a dreamlike story where nothing feels quite real. And the movie doesn't shy
away from difficult themes like loneliness, fear, and insecurity. From "day one," Jonze insisted, there should
not be any direct correlation. And to me, it felt like a parable about violence: Max in the movie acts out more
violently in the book he bites his mother , and when Max becomes king of the monsters, he incites them to
start a play-war, which escalates until some of the monsters get seriously hurt. What parents need to know
Parents need to know that director Spike Jonze 's adaptation of Maurice Sendak 's Where the Wild Things Are
isn't appropriate for younger kids, even those who adore the book there's a big difference between looking at a
beautifully illustrated children's story and watching a live-action movie full of sights and sounds that will
probably scare the average 4-year-old. So the question becomes, is there enough material in the book to allow
for a full-length film? One of the most amazing transformations from a book to a movie, in my opinion is
Where The Wild Things Are. The producers also made changes that made the movie more appealing to a
different audience. But this is the one thing he kept coming back and sort of saying, "Really? Consumerism In
one brief scene, Max's mother and her boyfriend are shown drinking wine before dinner. And the fact that
world is out of control is key to Max's experiences: At home, there's a man whom Max doesn't approve of and
doesn't want there his mother's new boyfriend. But sometimes the desire to stay close backfires, and the result
is a filmed book that is unsatisfying.


